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The following is a list of the tasks which have, up to now, been assigned
to the Working Party by the CONTRACTING PARTIES:

1. Norwegian Schedule: Conversion of specific duties

The Norwegian Government which has presented a new Schedule XIV, trans-
posed into the Brussels Nomenclature, seeks the authority of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES to convert specific duties in that Schedule into ad valorem duties,

2. Rectification and modification of Schedules

Lists of items for inclusion into the Eighth Protocol of Rectifications
and Modifications have been submitted by the following:

Schedule I

Schedule II

Schedule IX

Schedule XII

Schedule XXII

Schedule XXIV

Schedule XXCII

- Australia
- Bene lux

Section A
Section B
Sections CDE

- Cuba

- India

- Denmark

- Finland

- Austria

(Spec/246/58)

(Spec/249/58)
(Spec/244/58)
(Spec/248/58)
(L/829)
(Spec/24-3/58 and addendum)
(Spec/257/58)
(Speo/245/58 and addendum)
(Spec/174/58 - circulated together
with new nomenclature texts)

At its first meeting on 21 October the Working Party decided that any
objections relating to the rectifications or modifications listed above should
be lodged by 5 November 1958. This date might be extended by the Working Party
in special cases, but delegations were urged to proceed as quickly as possible
so that the Eighth Protocol could be opened for signature by the end of the
Session,
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The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany submitted on
16 October a list of three items for inclusion in the Protocol (document
Spec/274/58 being distributed). Although the time-limit for the sub-
mission of such lists has elapsed, the Working Party may wish to con-
sider whether it will recomnend to contracting parties that they endeavour
to check this list with a view to its inclusion in the Eighth Protocol of
Rectifications and Modifications.

3, Adoption of new nomenclature

(a) Brussels Nomenclature

The following draft Schedules transposed into the Brussels Nomenclature
have been circulated to the contracting parties:

Schedule XIV - Norway (L/85. and addendum)

Schedule XIX - United Kingdom

Schedule XXX - Sweden1 (L/849)
Schedule XXXII - Austria (Spec/174/58)

The Government of Denmark has announced the submission of a new
Sehedule GEII, transposed into the Brussels Nomenclaturee

(b) Standard International Trade Classification

In December 1955 the Government of Ceylon submitted to the examination
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES draft new Schedules transposed into the nomen-
clature of the Standard International Trade Classification, The present
draft (L/852 and Spec/228/58) takes account of the coinnents made by a
number of contracting parties.

(c) The above Governments have expressed the wish that the approved
drafts be included in the Eighth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
which is to be opened for signature at the end of the Session.

4. Consolidation of Schedules

(a) A list of the Consolidated Schedules which have been submitted
to this date is being circulated. Delegations which do not agree with the
secretariatts notes relating to the status of any of the lists should, as
soon as possible, inform the Secretary of the WTorking Party and the dele-
gation concerned,

(b) It was decided at the Twelfth Session that arrangements for publi-
eation of the Consolidated Schedules should be discussed at the present
Session. (BISD, 6th Supplement, page 134)

In connexion with the transposition the Swedish Government is holding
negotiations under Article XVIII (L/848 and Addl), These negotiations
have already begun in Geneva, The Swedish Government intends to conclude
them before the end of the Thirteenth Session.
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5. Legalstatus of Consolidated Schedules

It was agreed at the last Session to re-examine the question of the
consolidation of the legal status of the Consolidated Schedules. This
question was originally raised by the German Govermnent at the Seventh
Session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES but the proposal that Consolidated
Schedules replace the present texts was not then found acceptable, A
decision will have to be taken on this question in view of the fact that
the Governments of Norway and Sweden propose to take advantage of their
adoption of the Brussels Nomenclatuire, in order to replace their old
Schedules (Geneva, Annecy, Torquay, etc.) by a consolidated text.


